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ABSTRACT
Context. Many low-mass white dwarfs with masses M∗/ M <∼ 0.45, including the so-called extremely low-mass white dwarfs
(M∗/ M <∼ 0.20−0.25), have recently been discovered in the field of our Galaxy through dedicated photometric surveys. The sub-
sequent discovery of pulsations in some of them has opened the unprecedented opportunity of probing the internal structure of these
ancient stars.
Aims. We present a detailed adiabatic pulsational study of these stars based on full evolutionary sequences derived from binary star
evolution computations. The main aim of this study is to provide a detailed theoretical basis of reference for interpreting present and
future observations of variable low-mass white dwarfs.
Methods. Our pulsational analysis is based on a new set of He-core white-dwarf models with masses ranging from 0.1554 to
0.4352 M derived by computing the non-conservative evolution of a binary system consisting of an initially 1 M ZAMS star
and a 1.4 M neutron star. We computed adiabatic radial ( = 0) and non-radial ( = 1, 2) p and g modes to assess the dependence of
the pulsational properties of these objects on stellar parameters such as the stellar mass and the eﬀective temperature, as well as the
eﬀects of element diﬀusion.
Results. We found that for white dwarf models with masses below ∼0.18 M, gmodes mainly probe the core regions and p modes the
envelope, therefore pulsations oﬀer the opportunity of constraining both the core and envelope chemical structure of these stars via
asteroseismology. For models with M∗ >∼ 0.18 M, on the other hand, g modes are very sensitive to the He/H compositional gradient
and therefore can be used as a diagnostic tool for constraining the H envelope thickness. Because both types of objects have not only
very distinct evolutionary histories (according to whether the progenitor stars have experienced CNO-flashes or not), but also have
strongly diﬀerent pulsation properties, we propose to define white dwarfs with masses below ∼0.18 M as ELM (extremely low-mass)
white dwarfs, and white dwarfs with M∗ >∼ 0.18 M as LM (low-mass) white dwarfs.
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1. Introduction
According to the current theory of stellar evolution, most low-
and intermediate-mass (M∗ <∼ 11 M; Siess 2007) stars that pop-
ulate our Galaxy will end their lives as white dwarf (WD) stars.
These old and compact stellar remnants have encrypted inside
them a precious record of the evolutionary history of the progen-
itor stars, providing a wealth of information about the evolution
of stars, star formation, and the age of a variety of stellar popula-
tions, such as our Galaxy and open and globular clusters (García-
Berro et al. 2010; Althaus et al. 2010). Almost 80% of the WDs
exhibit H-rich atmospheres; they define the spectral class of DA
WDs. The mass distribution of DA WDs peaks at ∼0.59 M,
and also exhibits high- and low-mass components (Kepler et al.
2007; Tremblay et al. 2011; Kleinman et al. 2013). The pop-
ulation of low-mass WDs has masses lower than 0.45 M and
peaks at ∼0.39 M. In recent years, many low-mass WDs with
M∗ <∼ 0.20−0.25 M have been detected through the ELM sur-
vey and the SPY and WASP surveys (see Koester et al. 2009;
Brown et al. 2010, 2012; Maxted et al. 2011; Kilic et al. 2011,
2012); they are commonly referred to as extremely low-mass
(ELM) WDs.
Low-mass WDs are probably produced by strong mass-loss
episodes at the red giant branch (RGB) phase before the He-
flash onset. Since the ignition of He is avoided, these WDs
are expected to harbour He cores, in contrast to average mass
WDs, which all probably contain C/O cores. For solar metallic-
ity progenitors, mass-loss episodes must occur in binary systems
through mass-transfer, since single-star evolution is not able to
predict the formation of these stars in a Hubble time. This evo-
lutionary scenario is confirmed by the fact that most of low-
mass WDs are found in binary systems (e.g., Marsh et al. 1995),
and usually as companions to millisecond pulsars (van Kerkwijk
et al. 2005). In particular, binary evolution is the most likely ori-
gin for ELM WDs (Marsh et al. 1995). The evolution of low-
mass WDs is strongly dependent on their stellar mass and the
occurrence of element diﬀusion processes. Althaus et al. (2001)
and Panei et al. (2007) have found that element diﬀusion leads
to a dichotomy in the thickness of the H envelope, which trans-
lates into a dichotomy in the age of low-mass He-core WDs.
Specifically, for stars with M∗ >∼ 0.18−0.20 M, the WD pro-
genitor experiences multiple diﬀusion-induced CNO thermonu-
clear flashes that engulf most of the H content of the envelope,
and as a result, the remnant enters the final cooling track with
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a very thin H envelope. As a result, the star is unable to sus-
tain stable nuclear burning while it cools, and the evolution-
ary timescale is rather short (∼107 yr)1. On the other hand, if
M∗ <∼ 0.18−0.20 M, the WD progenitor does not experience
H flashes at all, and the remnant enters its terminal cooling
branch with a thick H envelope. This is thick enough for resid-
ual H nuclear burning to become the main energy source, which
ultimately slows down the evolution, in which case the cooling
timescale is of about ∼109 yr. The age dichotomy has also been
suggested by observations of the low-mass He-core WDs that
are companions to millisecond pulsars (Bassa et al. 2003; Bassa
2006).
While some information such as surface chemical compo-
sition, temperature, and gravity of WDs can be inferred from
spectroscopy, the internal structure of these compact stars can
be unveiled only by means of asteroseismology, an approach
based on the comparison between the observed pulsation peri-
ods of variable stars and appropriate theoretical models (Winget
& Kepler 2008; Fontaine & Brassard 2008; Althaus et al. 2010).
The first variable WD, HL Tau 76, was serendipitously discov-
ered by Landolt (1968). Since then, many pulsating WDs have
been detected. At present, there are several families of pulsating
WDs known, which span a wide range in eﬀective temperature
and gravity (Fig. 1). Among them, the variables ZZ Ceti or DAVs
(almost pure H atmospheres, 12 500 >∼ Teﬀ >∼ 11 000 K) are the
most numerous ones. The other classes comprise the DQVs (at-
mospheres rich in He and C, Teﬀ ∼ 20 000 K), the variables
V777 Her or DBVs (atmospheres rich in He, 29 000 >∼ Teﬀ >∼
22 000 K), and the variables GW Vir (atmospheres dominated
by C, O, and He) that include the DOVs and PNNVs objects
(180 000 >∼ Teﬀ >∼ 65 000 K). WD asteroseismology allows us
to place constraints not only on global quantities such as gravity,
eﬀective temperature, or stellar mass, they provide, in addition,
information about the thickness of the compositional layers, the
core chemical composition, the internal rotation profile, the pres-
ence and strength of magnetic fields, the properties of the outer
convective regions, and several other interesting properties (for a
recent example in the context of ZZ Ceti stars, see Romero et al.
2012, 2013, and references therein).
The possible variability of low-mass WDs was first discussed
by Steinfadt et al. (2010), who predicted that non-radial
pulsation g modes with long periods should be excited in
WDs with masses below ∼0.2 M. The various attempts to
find pulsating objects of this type were unsuccessful, how-
ever (Steinfadt et al. 2012). This situation drastically changed
with the exciting discovery of the first pulsating low-mass
WD, SDSS J184037.78+642312.3, by Hermes et al. (2012).
Subsequent searches resulted in the detection of two ad-
ditional pulsating objects, SDSS J111215.82+111745.0 and
SDSS J151826.68+065813.2 (Hermes et al. 2013b), and fi-
nally another two, SDSS J161431.28+191219.4 and SDSS
J222859.93+362359.6 (Hermes et al. 2013a), all of them be-
longing to the DA spectral class and with masses below 0.24 M.
At present, this small group of five stars makes up a new, sep-
arate class of pulsating WDs. The eﬀective temperatures of
these stars are found to be between 10 000 K and 7800 K,
which means that they are the coolest pulsating WDs known
to date (see Fig. 1). Another distinctive feature of these stars
1 Theoretical computations also predict the occurrence of H-shell
flashes before the terminal cooling branch is reached even if element
diﬀusion processes are excluded, but in this case, the H envelopes
remain thick, with substantial H burning and long WD cooling ages
(Driebe et al. 1998; Sarna et al. 2000).
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Fig. 1. Location of the several classes of pulsating WD stars in the
log Teﬀ− log g plane, marked with dots of diﬀerent colours. In parenthe-
sis we include the number of known members of each class. Two post-
VLTP (Very Late Thermal Pulse) evolutionary tracks are plotted for ref-
erence. We also show the theoretical blue edge of the instability strip for
the GW Vir stars, V777 Her stars, the DQV stars (Córsico et al. 2006,
2009a,b, respectively), the ZZ Ceti stars (Fontaine & Brassard 2008),
and the pulsating low-mass WDs. For this last class, we show the blue
edge according to Hermes et al. (2013a; dotted red line), Córsico et al.
(2012; solid red line), and Steinfadt et al. (2010; dashed red line). For
reference, we also include two evolutionary tracks of low-mass He-core
white dwarfs from Althaus et al. (2013). Small black dots correspond
to low-mass WDs that are non-variable or have not been observed yet
to assess variability.
is the length of their pulsation periods, Π >∼ 1180 s, longer
than the periods found in ZZ Ceti stars (100 <∼ Π <∼ 1200 s).
The period at Π = 6235 s detected in the power spec-
trum of SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 is the longest period ever
measured in a pulsating WD star. On the other hand, SDSS
J111215.82+111745.0 exhibits two short periods, at Π ∼ 108 s
and Π ∼ 134 s, which might be caused by non-radial p modes
or radial modes ( = 0). If so, this would be the first detection of
p or radial modes in a pulsating WD star. Finally, the existence
of many non-variable stars in the region where pulsating objects
are found (Fig. 1) suggests that the instability strip for low-mass
WDs probably is not pure (Hermes et al. 2013a). This might be
a hint that low-mass WDs that populate the same region in the
log Teﬀ − log g plane have substantially diﬀerent internal struc-
tures and consequently quite diﬀerent evolutionary origins.
The discovery of pulsating low-mass WDs constitutes a
unique opportunity to probe the interiors of these stars and even-
tually to test their formation channels by employing the tools of
asteroseismology. A first step in the theoretical study of these
variable stars has been given by Córsico et al. (2012), who
have thoroughly explored the g-mode adiabatic pulsation prop-
erties of the low-mass He-core WD models with masses in the
range 0.17−0.46M∗ coming from high-metallicity progenitors
(Z = 0.03) and single-star evolution computations. These au-
thors also performed non-adiabatic pulsation computations and
found many unstable g and p modes approximately at the correct
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Table 1. Selected properties of our He-core WD sequences (final cool-
ing branch) at Teﬀ ≈ 10 000 K: the stellar mass, the mass of H in the
outer envelope, the time it takes the star to cool from Teﬀ ≈ 10 000 K to
≈8000 K, and the occurrence (or not) of CNO flashes on the early WD
cooling branch.
M∗/ M MH/M∗ [10−3] τ [Gyr = 109yr] H-flash
0.1554 25.4 3.13 No
0.1612 20.6 4.44 No
0.1650 18.7 5.53 No
0.1706 16.3 6.59 No
0.1762 14.5 7.56 No
0.1806 3.68 0.34 Yes
0.1863 4.36 0.37 Yes
0.1917 4.49 0.35 Yes
0.2019 3.80 0.32 Yes
0.2389 3.61 0.62 Yes
0.2707 1.09 0.33 Yes
0.3205 1.60 0.91 Yes
0.3624 0.80 0.58 Yes
0.4352 0.63 0.91 No
eﬀective temperatures and the correct range of the periods ob-
served in pulsating low-mass WDs. This result has later been
confirmed by Van Grootel et al. (2013).
To fully exploit the asteroseismological potential of this type
of stars, accurate and realistic stellar models of low-mass WDs
are crucial. To assess the correct thermo-mechanical structure of
the WD and the thickness of the H envelope left by the pre-WD
stage, the complete evolutionary history of the progenitor stars
must be fully accounted for. A relevant physical ingredient that
must be considered during the WD cooling phase is element dif-
fusion to consistently account for the evolving shape of the inter-
nal chemical profiles (and, in particular, the chemical transition
regions). Last but not least, stable H burning, which is particu-
larly relevant in the case of ELM WDs (and might play a role in
driving the pulsations), must be taken into account as well.
Motivated by the asteroseismological potential of pulsating
low-mass WDs, and stimulated by the discovery of the first five
variable objects of this type, we report a further step in the the-
oretical study of these stars by exploring the adiabatic pulsation
properties of a new set of low-mass, He-core WD models with
masses ranging from 0.1554 to 0.4352 M (including the mass
range for ELM WDs, M∗/ M <∼ 0.20−0.25, see Table 1) pre-
sented by Althaus et al. (2013), which were derived by comput-
ing the non-conservative evolution of a binary system consisting
of an initially 1 M ZAMS star and a 1.4 M neutron star for var-
ious initial orbital periods. We here extend the study of Córsico
et al. (2012) in two ways. First, we explore not only the non-
radial g-mode pulsation spectrum of low-mas WD models, but
we also study the non-radial p modes and the radial ( = 0)
pulsation spectrum. Second, thanks to the availability of five
WD model sequences with progenitors that have not suﬀered
from CNO-flashes (see Table 1), we are now able to explore the
pulsation properties of ELM WDs in detail, which are charac-
terised by very thick H envelopes. This is at variance with the
work of Córsico et al. (2012), in which only one WD sequence
(with mass M∗ = 0.17 M) corresponded to a progenitor that
did not experience H flashes. In this paper, we examine the pos-
sible diﬀerences in the pulsation properties of models with stel-
lar masses near ∼0.18−0.2 M, which could be used as a seis-
mic tool to distinguish stars that have undergone CNO flashes in
their early-cooling phase from those that have not. We addition-
ally discuss how our models match the observed properties of
the known five pulsating low-mass WD stars. In particular, we
determine whether our models are able to account for the short
periods exhibited by SDSS J111215.82+111745.0 and evaluate
the possibility that these modes might be p modes and/or radial
modes. We also examine the hypothesis that one of these stars,
SDSS J222859.93+362359.6, is not a genuine ELM WD, but
instead a He pre-WD star undergoing a CNO flash episode. We
defer to a second paper of this series a thorough non-adiabatic
exploration of our complete set of He-core WD models.
The paper is organised as follows: In Sect. 2 we briefly de-
scribe our numerical tools and the main ingredients of the evo-
lutionary sequences we use to assess the pulsation properties of
low-mass He-core WDs. In Sect. 3 we present our pulsation re-
sults in detail. Section 4 is devoted to assessing how our models
match the observations. Finally, in Sect. 5 we summarise our
main findings.
2. Computational tools and evolutionary sequences
2.1. Evolutionary code and input physics
The evolutionary WD models employed in our pulsational anal-
ysis were generated with the evolutionary code LPCODE, which
produces complete and detailed WD models that incorporate
updated physical ingredients. While detailed information about
LPCODE can be found in Althaus et al. (2005, 2009, 2013) and
references therein, we list below only the ingredients employed
that are relevant for our analysis of low-mass, He-core WD stars.
– We adopted the standard mixing length theory (MLT) for
convection (see, e.g., Kippenhahn et al. 2013) with the free
parameter α = 1.6. With this value, the present luminos-
ity and eﬀective temperature of the Sun, log Teﬀ = 3.7641
and L = 3.842 × 1033 erg s−1, at an age of 4570 Myr, are
reproduced by LPCODE when Z = 0.0164 and X = 0.714
are adopted, in agreement with the Z/X value of Grevesse
& Sauval (1998). A diﬀerent convective eﬃciency that could
change the temperature profiles of our models would have
no direct impact on their adiabatic pulsation properties.
– We assumed the metallicity of the progenitor stars to be Z =
0.01.
– Radiative opacities for arbitrary metallicity in the range
from 0 to 0.1 were taken from the OPAL project (Iglesias
& Rogers 1996). At low temperatures, we used the updated
molecular opacities with varying C/O ratios computed at
Wichita State University (Ferguson et al. 2005) that were
presented by Weiss & Ferguson (2009).
– The conductive opacities were taken from Cassisi et al.
(2007).
– The equation of state during the main-sequence evolution is
that of OPAL for a H- and He-rich composition.
– Neutrino emission rates for pair, photo, and bremsstrahlung
processes were taken from Itoh et al. (1996), and for plasma
processes we included the treatment of Haft et al. (1994).
– For the WD regime we employed an updated version of the
Magni & Mazzitelli (1979) equation of state.
– The nuclear network takes into account 16 elements and 34
thermonuclear reaction rates for pp-chains, CNO bi-cycle,
He burning, and C ignition.
– Time-dependent diﬀusion caused by gravitational settling
and chemical and thermal diﬀusion of nuclear species was
taken into account following the multi-component gas treat-
ment of Burgers (1969).
– Abundance changes were computed according to element
diﬀusion, nuclear reactions, and convective mixing. This de-
tailed treatment of abundance changes by diﬀerent processes
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during the WD regime constitutes a key aspect in evaluating
the importance of residual nuclear burning for the cooling of
low-mass WDs.
– For the WD regime and for eﬀective temperatures lower than
10 000 K, outer boundary conditions for the evolving models
were derived from non-grey model atmospheres (Rohrmann
et al. 2012).
2.2. Pulsation codes
We carried out a detailed adiabatic radial ( = 0) and non-
radial p- and g-mode ( = 1, 2) pulsation analysis. The pulsa-
tion computations were performed with the adiabatic version of
the pulsation code LP-PUL that is described in detail in Córsico
& Althaus (2006), which is coupled to the LPCODE evolution-
ary code. The pulsation code is based on a general Newton-
Raphson technique that solves the full fourth-order set of real
equations and boundary conditions that govern linear, adiabatic,
radial, and non-radial stellar pulsations following the dimension-
less formulation of Dziembowski (1971) (see Unno et al. 1989).
The prescription we followed to assess the run of the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency (N) for a degenerate environment typical of
the deep interior of a WD is the so-called Ledoux modified treat-
ment (Tassoul et al. 1990). For our exploratory stability analysis
described in Sect. 4.2, we employed the non-adiabatic version
of the code LP-PUL described in Córsico et al. (2006). The code
solves the full sixth-order complex system of linearised equa-
tions and boundary conditions as given by Unno et al. (1989).
The caveat is that our non-adiabatic computations rely on the
frozen-convection approximation, in which the perturbation of
the convective flux is neglected. While this approximation is
known to give unrealistic locations of the g-mode red edge of
instability, it leads to satisfactory predictions for the location
of the blue edge of the ZZ Ceti (DAV) instability strip (see,
e.g., Brassard & Fontaine 1999; Van Grootel et al. 2012) and
also for the V777 Her (DBV) instability strip (see, for instance,
Beauchamp et al. 1999; Córsico et al. 2009a).
2.3. Evolutionary sequences
To derive realistic configurations for the low-mas He-core WDs,
Althaus et al. (2013) mimicked the binary evolution of progeni-
tor stars. Since H-shell burning is the main source of star lumi-
nosity during most of the evolution of ELM WDs, computating
realistic initial WD structures is a fundamental requirement, in
particular for correctly assessing the H-envelope mass left by
progenitor evolution (see Sarna et al. 2000).
Binary evolution was assumed to be fully non-conservative,
and the loss of angular momentum through mass loss,
gravitational-wave radiation, and magnetic braking was consid-
ered. All of the He-core WD initial models were derived from
evolutionary calculations for binary systems consisting of an
evolving low-mass component of initially 1 M and a 1.4 M
neutron star as the other component. Metallicity was assumed
to be Z = 0.01. A total of 14 initial He-core WD models with
stellar masses between 0.155 and 0.435 M were computed for
initial orbital periods at the beginning of the Roche-lobe phase
in the range 0.9 to 300 d. While full details about the proce-
dure to obtain the initial models are provided in Althaus et al.
(2013), we repeat here the prescriptions used by these authors
to obtain the He-core WD models employed in this work. The
formalism of Sarna et al. (2000) is followed. If M1 is the mass
of the secondary (mass-losing) star, M2 the mass of the neutron
star (primary), and ˙M1 the mass-loss rate of the secondary, the
change of the total orbital angular momentum (J) of the binary
system can be written as
˙J
J
=
˙JML
J
+
˙JGR
J
+
˙JMB
J
, (1)
where ˙JML, ˙JGR, and ˙JMB are the angular momentum loss from
the system through mass loss, gravitational-wave radiation, and
magnetic braking (which is relevant when the secondary has an
outer convection zone). To compute these quantities we follow
Sarna et al. (2000) (see also Muslimov & Sarna 1993):
˙JML
J
=
M2
M1(M1 + M2)
˙M1 yr−1, (2)
˙JGR
J
= −8.5 × 10−10 M1 M2(M1 + M2)
a4
yr−1, (3)
˙JMB
J
= −3 × 10−7 (M1 + M2)
2R41
M1 M2a5
yr−1, (4)
where a is the semi-axis of the orbit and R1 the radius of the
secondary. All quantities are given in solar units. The mass-loss
rate from the secondary is calculated as in Chen & Han (2002).
Mass loss is considered as long as the secondary fills its Roche
lobe rL, given by
rL = a
0.49q2/3
0.6q2/3 + ln (1 + q1/3) , (5)
where q = M1/M2 is the mass ratio. The semi-axis of the orbit
is found by integrating the equation for the rate of change of a.
If mass lost by the secondary is completely lost from the sys-
tem, meaning that nothing of the mass lost by the secondary is
accreted by the primary, a is given by (see Muslimov & Sarna
1993)
1
2
a˙
a
=
˙J
J
−
(
1
M1
− 1
2(M1 + M2)
)
˙M1. (6)
Mass loss is continued until the secondary star shrinks within its
Roche lobe.
In Table 1, we provide some main characteristics of the
whole set of He-core WD models. The evolution of these models
was computed down to the range of luminosities of cool WDs,
including the stages of multiple thermonuclear CNO flashes dur-
ing the beginning of the cooling branch. The unstable H burning
in CNO flashes occurs at the innermost tail of the H-abundance
distribution. As the WD evolves along the cooling branch, chem-
ical diﬀusion carries some H inwards to hotter and C-rich lay-
ers, where it burns unstably. In this region, the C abundance
distribution is not modified by gravitational settling (Althaus
et al. 2004). Column 1 of Table 1 shows the resulting final
stellar masses (M∗/ M). The second column corresponds to
the total amount of H contained in the envelope (MH/M∗) at
Teﬀ ≈ 10 000 K (at the final cooling branch), and Col. 3 dis-
plays the time spent by the models to cool from Teﬀ ≈ 10 000 K
to ≈8000 K. Finally, Col. 4 indicates the occurrence (or not) of
CNO flashes on the early WD cooling branch. We note that,
in good agreement with previous studies (Sarna et al. 2000;
Althaus et al. 2001; Panei et al. 2007) there exists a thresh-
old in the stellar mass value (at ∼0.18 M), below which CNO
flashes on the early WD cooling branch are not expected to oc-
cur. Sequences with M∗ <∼ 0.18 M have thicker H envelopes
and much longer cooling timescales than sequences with stel-
lar masses above that threshold in mass. In numbers, this means
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Fig. 2. log Teﬀ − log g diagrams for the He-core WD sequences computed in Althaus et al. (2013). Sequences with masses in the range 0.18 <∼ M∗ <∼
0.4 undergo CNO flashes during the early-cooling phase, which leads to the complex loops in the diagram. Green squares and magenta triangles
correspond to the observed post-RGB low-mass stars from Silvotti et al. (2012) and Brown et al. (2013), and filled blue circles correspond to the
five pulsating low-mass WDs detected so far (Hermes et al. 2013a). Numbers in the left upper corner of each panel correspond to the stellar mass
at the WD stage.
that the H content is about four times higher and τ (the time to
cool from Teﬀ ≈ 10 000 K to Teﬀ ≈ 8000 K) is about 22 times
longer for the sequence with M∗ = 0.1762 M than for the se-
quence with M∗ = 0.1806 M (see Table 1). Note that in this
example, we compare the properties of two sequences with vir-
tually the same stellar mass (ΔM∗ ≈ 4 × 10−3 M). The se-
quences without flashing evolve this slowly because the resid-
ual H-shell burning is the main source of surface luminosity,
even at very advanced stages of evolution. It is clear that for
these WDs, an appropriate treatment of progenitor evolution is
required to correctly assess the evolutionary timescales. In con-
trast, an entirely diﬀerent behaviour is expected for sequences
that experience unstable H-shell burning on their early cooling
branch. During the final cooling branch, evolution proceeds on
a much shorter timescale than that characterising the sequences
with M∗ <∼ 0.18 M. This is because CNO flashes markedly re-
duce the H content of the star, with the result that residual nu-
clear burning is much less relevant when the remnant reaches
the final cooling branch. The log Teﬀ − log g diagrams for all the
He-core WD sequences are shown in Fig. 2, which is an update
of Fig. 2 of Althaus et al. (2013). Sequences that undergo CNO
flashes during the early-cooling phase exhibit complex loops in
the diagram. In contrast, sequences without flashes show very
simple cooling tracks.
The mass limit below which low-mass WDs are classified as
ELM WDs is not yet very clear in the literature. For instance,
Brown et al. (2010, 2012, 2013) and Hermes et al. (2013b,a)
defined low-mass WDs with M∗ <∼ 0.25 M as ELM WDs,
while Kilic et al. (2011, 2012) classified objects with M∗ <∼
0.20M as ELM WDs. Here, we propose to designate as ELM
WDs those low-mass WDs that do not experience CNO flashes
in their early-cooling branch. According to this classification,
ELM WDs are low-mass WDs with masses below ∼0.18 M in
the frame of our computations2. This criterium is by no means
arbitrary because both types of objects not only diﬀer in their
evolutionary history, but also show markedly diﬀerent pulsation
properties.
We conclude this section by showing in Fig. 3 the log Teﬀ −
log g plane in the region where pulsating low-mass WDs are
2 Note that this theoretical mass threshold can vary according to the
metallicity of the progenitor stars (Sarna et al. 2000). For instance, Panei
et al. (2007), who assumed Z = 0.02 for the progenitor stars, obtained a
value ∼0.17 M for the mass threshold.
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Fig. 3. Teﬀ − log g plane showing the low-mass He-core WD evolution-
ary tracks of Althaus et al. (2013; thin black lines). Sequences with
H flashes during the early-cooling phase are depicted with dashed lines,
sequences without H flashes are displayed with solid lines. Numbers
correspond to the stellar mass of each sequence. The locations of the
five known pulsating low-mass WDs (Hermes et al. 2013a) are marked
with a small circle (red). Stars not observed to vary are depicted with
green triangles. Black circles and squares on the evolutionary tracks of
M∗ = 0.1554 M and M∗ = 0.2389 M indicate the location of the
template models analysed in Sect. 3.2.
found, along with the He-core low-mass WD evolutionary
tracks of Althaus et al. (2013). Note that there is a gap be-
tween the two sets of tracks, corresponding to a stellar mass
of ∼0.18 M. Interestingly, there are two pulsating stars, SDSS
J184037.78+642312.3 and SDSS J111215.82+111745.0, which
are located precisely in that transition region between ELM WDs
and low-mass WDs, according to our definition. They are, there-
fore, very interesting targets for asteroseismology.
3. Pulsation results
In this section we present the results of our detailed adiabatic
survey of radial modes ( = 0) and non-radial p and g modes
( = 1, 2) for the complete set of low-mass, He-core WD se-
quences of Althaus et al. (2013). We cover a wide range of
eﬀective temperatures (12 000 >∼ Teﬀ >∼ 7000 K) and stel-
lar masses (0.155 <∼ M∗/ M <∼ 0.435). The set of the com-
puted modes covers a very wide range of periods, embracing
all the periodicities detected in pulsating low-mass WDs up to
now. Specifically, the lower limit of the computed periods is be-
tween Πmin ∼ 0.5 s (corresponding to M∗ = 0.4352 M) and
Πmin ∼ 10 s (corresponding to M∗ = 0.1554 M). They are as-
sociated with high-order radial modes and p modes, and were
computed to account for the shortest periods detected in SDSS
J111215.82+111745.0 (Π ∼ 108−134 s). On the other hand, the
upper limit of the computed periods (associated with high-order
g modes) is Πmax ∼ 7000 s, to account for the longest periods
detected in SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 (Π ∼ 6235 s).
In the next section we discuss our pulsational results by
showing the predictions of the asymptotic theory of stellar
pulsations.
3.1. Asymptotic period spacing (ΔΠa) and asymptotic
frequency spacing (Δνa)
For g modes with high radial order k (long periods), the separa-
tion of consecutive periods (|Δk| = 1) becomes nearly constant
at a value given by the asymptotic theory of non-radial stellar
pulsations. Specifically, the asymptotic period spacing (Tassoul
et al. 1990) is given by
ΔΠa = Π0/
√
( + 1), (7)
where
Π0 = 2π2
[∫ r2
r1
N
r
dr
]−1
. (8)
The squared Brunt-Väisälä frequency (N, one of the critical fre-
quencies of non-radial stellar pulsations) is computed as
N2 =
g2ρ
P
χT
χρ
[∇ad − ∇ + B] , (9)
where the compressibilities are defined as
χρ =
(
dln P
dln ρ
)
T,{Xi}
χT =
(
dln P
dln T
)
ρ,{Xi}
. (10)
The Ledoux term B is computed as (Tassoul et al. 1990)
B = − 1
χT
M−1∑
1
χXi
dln Xi
dln P , (11)
where
χXi =
(
dln P
dln Xi
)
ρ,T,{X ji}
· (12)
The expression in Eq. (7) is rigorously valid for chemically ho-
mogeneous stars. In this equation (see also Eq. (8)), the depen-
dence of ΔΠa

on the Brunt-Väisälä frequency is such that the
asymptotic period spacing is larger when the mass and/or ef-
fective temperature of the model is lower. This trend is clearly
visible in the left panel of Fig. 4, in which we depict the evo-
lution of the asymptotic period spacing of g modes for all the
sequences considered in this work. The higher values of ΔΠa for
lower M∗ comes from the dependence N ∝ g, where g is the
local gravity (g ∝ M∗/R2∗). On the other hand, the higher val-
ues of ΔΠa for lower Teﬀ result from the dependence N ∝
√
χT ,
with χT → 0 for increasing electronic degeneracy (T → 0). The
abrupt change in the slope of the curves representing ΔΠa at cer-
tain eﬀective temperatures (that decrease for decreasing stellar
mass) is due to the appearance of surface convection in the mod-
els, which induces a lower value of the integral in Eq. (8) and the
consequent increase of ΔΠa.
The strong dependence of the period spacing on M∗ shown
in Fig. 4 might be used, in principle, to infer the stellar mass of
pulsating low-mass WDs, provided that enough consecutive pul-
sation periods of g modes were detected. However, this prospect
is severely complicated because the period spacing of pulsat-
ing WDs also depends on the thickness of the outer H envelope
(Tassoul et al. 1990), ΔΠa

being larger for thinner envelopes.
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the eﬀective temperature for all of our low-mass He-core evolutionary sequences. Dashed lines correspond to sequences with CNO flashes during
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This is particularly true in the context of low-mass He-core
WDs, in which ELM WDs models, because of the absence of
CNO flashes, harbour H envelopes that are several times thicker
than more massive models. For the value of ΔΠa, and for a fixed
Teﬀ, therefore, a model with a low mass and a thick H envelope
can readily mimic a more massive model with a thinner H en-
velope. A clear demonstration of this ambiguity can be found
in Fig. 4, which shows a notorious degeneracy of the asymp-
totic period spacing. This figure shows for instance that for
Teﬀ >∼ 8500 K, ELM WD models with masses M∗ = 0.1762 M
and M∗ = 0.1706 M have lower values of ΔΠa than the more
massive models with M∗ = 0.1805 M, which is caused by the
much thicker H envelopes of the former models. If for a given
pulsating star a rich spectrum of observed periods were avail-
able, this degeneracy might be broken by including additional
information of the mode-trapping properties, which yield clues
about the thickness of the H envelope.
The asymptotic frequency spacing of p modes (k  1), on
the other hand, is given by (Unno et al. 1989)
Δνa =
[
2
∫ R
0
dr
cs
]−1
, (13)
where cs is the local adiabatic sound speed, defined as c2s =
Γ1P/ρ. The asymptotic frequency spacing is related to the Lamb
frequency (the other critical frequency of non-radial stellar pul-
sations) through cs by means of
L2 = ( + 1)
c2s
r2
· (14)
In the right-hand panel of Fig. 4 we display the evolution of the
asymptotic frequency spacing (in units of mHz ≡ 10−3 Hz) for
all the sequences considered in this work. As can be seen, Δνa is
larger for higher stellar masses and lower eﬀective temperatures.
This behaviour can be understood by realising that for higher
M∗ and lower Teﬀ, the values of the sound speed of the models
globally increases, as a result of which the value of the integral
in Eq. (13) is lower, and consequently, Δνa increases.
In contrast to what occurs for the ΔΠa for g modes, the
asymptotic frequency spacing for p modes is not degenerate for
sequences with CNO flashes (M∗ >∼ 0.18 M) and those without
(M∗ <∼ 0.18 M, ELM WDs). This is because Δνa is rather in-
sensitive to the thickness of the H envelope. While an in-depth
discussion of p modes in low-mass WDs is only of academic
interest as yet, we can envisage that if these modes were con-
firmed in future observations, the eventual measurement of the
mean frequency spacing for a real star might help in constraining
its stellar mass.
3.2. Template models at the edges of the instability strip
To illustrate the adiabatic pulsation properties of our huge set
of low-mass He-core WD models, which comprises more than
10 000 stellar structures, we focused on some selected, repre-
sentative models. Since the instability domain of the known pul-
sating low-mass WDs in the log Teﬀ − log g diagram is com-
prised between Teﬀ ∼ 10 000 K (the empirical blue edge) and
Teﬀ ∼ 7800 K (the empirical red edge), we considered template
models at both boundaries.
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Fig. 5. Internal chemical profiles of He and H (upper panel) and the
propagation diagram – the run of the logarithm of the squared critical
frequencies (N, L) – (lower panel) corresponding to the ELM WD tem-
plate model of M∗ = 0.1554 M and Teﬀ ≈ 9600 K. Plus symbols (in
red) correspond to the spatial location of the nodes of the radial eigen-
function of dipole ( = 1) g modes, x symbols (in blue) represent the
location of the nodes of dipole p modes.
We first analyse two template models at Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K
with stellar mass M∗ = 0.1554 M (ELM template model) and
M∗ = 0.2389 M (LM template model). The ELM template
model is representative of structures without CNO flashes in the
past evolution (M∗ <∼ 0.18 M), while the LM template model
characterises the objects with H flashes (M∗ >∼ 0.18 M). The
location of these template models in the log Teﬀ − log g diagram
is indicated in Fig. 3 with black circles. Our models have a He
core surrounded by a H outer envelope. In between, there is a
smooth transition region shaped by the action of microscopic
diﬀusion. In the upper panels of Figs. 5 and 6 we display the in-
ternal chemical profiles for He and H corresponding to the two
template models. These template models are diﬀerent in two im-
portant ways. To begin with, the ELM model has a H envelope
that is about seven times thicker than the LM model. As men-
tioned, this is the result of the very diﬀerent evolutionary his-
tory of the progenitor stars. Second, the He/H transition region
is markedly wider for the ELM model than for the LM one. In
particular, the H profile for the ELM model is characterised by a
diﬀusion-shaped double-layered chemical structure, which con-
sists of a pure H envelope on top of an intermediate remnant
shell rich in H and He. We return to this in Sect. 3.4.
The chemical transition regions leave notorious signatures
in the run of the squared critical frequencies, in particular in N.
This is clearly displayed in the propagation diagrams (Cox
1980; Unno et al. 1989) of the lower panels in Figs. 5 and 6
that correspond to the template models. g modes propagate in
the regions where σ2 < N2, L2 , and p modes in the regions
where σ2 > N2, L2 . Here, σ is the oscillation frequency. Note
the very diﬀerent shape of N2 for both models. In particular,
one of the strongest diﬀerences is the location of the bump at
the He/H transition region. Indeed, this bump is located at much
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for the LM WD template model of M∗ =
0.2389 M.
deeper regions for the ELM model (r/R∗ ∼ 0.2) than for the LM
model (r/R∗ ∼ 0.7). From the local maximum at r/R∗ ∼ 0.22
(which coincides with the He/H transition region) outwards, N2
also decreases for the ELM model until it reaches a minimum
at r/R∗ ∼ 0.8. After that minimum, N2 reaches higher values
in the surface layers. This is in contrast with the LM template
model, in which the squared Brunt-Väisälä frequency exhibits
higher values at the outer layers than at the core, which resem-
bles the situation in the C/O core DAV WD models (see Fig. 3
of Romero et al. 2012). This notoriously diﬀerent shape of the
run of N2 has strong consequences for the propagation proper-
ties of eigenmodes. Specifically, and because of the particular
shape of N2, which is larger in the core than in the envelope
(see also Fig. 3 of Córsico et al. 2012), the resonant cavity of
gmodes for the ELM model is circumscribed to the core regions
(r/R∗ <∼ 0.25) and the opposite holds for p modes, whereas for
the LM model the propagation region for both g and p modes ex-
tends roughly along the whole model. To summarise, g modes in
ELM WD models (M∗ <∼ 0.18 M) mainly probe the core regions
and p modes the envelope. This means that we have the opportu-
nity to constrain both the core and envelope chemical structure
of these stars via asteroseismology. Steinfadt et al. (2010) were
the first to notice this important characteristic.
The property described above is vividly illustrated in Fig. 7,
in which we display the density of the oscillation kinetic energy
dEkin/dr, (see Appendix A of Córsico & Althaus 2006, for its
definition) for radial modes, p and g modes with radial order
k = 1, 10, and 60 for the same ELM template model as was
analysed in Fig. 5. It is apparent that most of the kinetic energy
of g modes is confined to the regions below the He/H interface,
meaning that most of the spatial oscillations are located in the re-
gion with r/R∗ <∼ 0.25. In contrast, the kinetic energy of p modes
and radial modes is spread throughout the star, but concentrated
more towards the surface regions and almost absent from the
core.
In Fig. 8 we show the situation for the LM WD template
model. At variance with the ELM model, there is no such a clear
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0.2389 M.
distinction in the behaviour of g modes with respect to p and
radial modes. Indeed, the kinetic energy of g modes is spread
throughout the model, although it is particularly concentrated in
the region of the He/H interface and also at the surface. In this
sense, low-mass He-core WDs with M∗ >∼ 0.18 M behave in
a qualitative similar way as their massive cousins, the C/O-core
DAV WD stars. p and radial modes are insensitive to the pres-
ence of the chemical interface because their kinetic energy is
enhanced at the stellar surface. In summary, it is apparent that
for LM WD models, g modes are very sensitive to the He/H
compositional gradient and therfore can be a diagnostic tool to
constrain the H envelope thickness of low-mass WD models with
M∗ >∼ 0.18 M.
We now examine the mode-trapping properties of our tem-
plate models. Mode trapping of g modes is a well-studied me-
chanical resonance that acts in WD stars through chemical
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with Eq. (13).
composition gradients. This means that one or more narrow re-
gions in which the abundances of nuclear species (and conse-
quently, the average molecular weight μ) vary spatially mod-
ify the character of the resonant cavity in which modes should
propagate as standing waves. Specifically, chemical transition
regions act like reflecting walls that partially trap certain modes,
forcing them to oscillate with larger amplitudes in specific re-
gions and with smaller amplitudes outside of those regions (see,
for details, Brassard et al. 1992; Bradley et al. 1993; Córsico
et al. 2002a). Mode trapping translates into local maxima and
minima in Ekin, which are usually associated with modes that
are partially confined to the core regions and modes that are par-
tially trapped in the envelope. Unfortunately, the kinetic oscilla-
tion energy is hard to estimate from observations alone. A more
important signature, which in principle can be employed as an
observational diagnostic of mode trapping – provided that a se-
ries of periods with the same  and consecutive radial order k is
detected – is the strong departure from uniform period spacing,
ΔΠ (≡Πk+1 − Πk), when plotted in terms of the pulsation period
Πk. For stellar models characterised by a single chemical inter-
face, like those we consider here, local minima in ΔΠk usually
correspond to modes trapped in the H envelope, whereas local
maxima in ΔΠk are associated with modes trapped in the core
region.
In the upper left-hand panel of Fig. 9 we show the dipole
forward period-spacing of g modes versus periods for the ELM
template model with M∗ = 0.1554 M and Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K. The
upper right-hand panel corresponds to the forward frequency-
spacing, Δν (≡νk+1 − νk), of radial modes and p modes in terms
of the frequency (in mHz) for the same model. Finally, the lower
panels depict the kinetic energy distributions. For periods longer
than about 1000 s, the period-spacing distribution of g modes
shows a regular pattern of mode trapping with a very short
trapping cycle (period interval between two trapped modes)
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for the LM WD template model with M∗ =
0.2389 M and Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K.
of ∼100 s and amplitude, superimposed on a high-amplitude
variation characterised by a long trapping cycle (∼1800 s). The
simultaneous presence of these two patterns is the result of the
double-layered chemical structure of the H profile that charac-
terises the ELM WD template model at that eﬀective tempera-
ture. This double-layered structure becomes a single-layered one
by the action of element diﬀusion (see Sect. 3.4). The period
spacing does not reach the asymptotic value in the period in-
terval shown in the figure. The Ekin distribution only shows the
long-trapping cycle pattern. We examined the radial eigenfunc-
tions of two modes, one of them with k = 29 and associated to
a local minimum of Ekin, and the other one with k = 33, corre-
sponding to a maximum Ekin value. We realised that the eigen-
function of the k = 33 mode has larger amplitudes at the core
regions than the k = 29 mode. It is apparent that as a general
rule, all the g modes in the ELM WD template model are con-
fined to the core regions, but some of them have eigenfunctions
with larger amplitudes than the remaining ones. They correspond
to local maxima in the Ekin distribution. On the other hand, the
frequency spacing of radial modes and p modes are close to the
asymptotic value for radial order k ≤ 9 and k ≤ 16, respectively.
In this case, no mode-trapping signatures are visible in the ki-
netic energy distribution of the modes.
The results for the LM WD template model with M∗ =
0.2389 M and Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K are depicted in Fig. 10. For
g modes, mode-trapping signatures are quite evident, but the
trapping cycle (∼200 s) of the present pattern is much shorter
than for the high-amplitude variation of the ELM WD template
model. Mode-trapping features are absent from the Ekin distri-
bution, which instead is very smooth. Note that the ΔΠ val-
ues approach to the asymptotic prediction for periods longer
than ∼4000 s. The frequency separations of radial modes and
p modes, on the other hand, show some signatures of mode trap-
ping for low-order modes, and do not reach the asymptotic value
for the range of frequencies considered in the plot.
We now describe the results for template models located at
an eﬀective temperature close to the Teﬀ of the coolest known
pulsating low-mass WD (SDSS J222859.93+362359.6, Teﬀ =
7870 ± 120 K), which defines the empirical red edge of the in-
stability strip of this new kind of variable stars. Specifically, we
analyse two template models at Teﬀ ∼ 7800 K, one of them
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Fig. 11. Chemical profiles of He and H (upper panel) and the prop-
agation diagram (lower panel) for the ELM WD template model of
M∗ = 0.1554 M and Teﬀ ≈ 7800 K.
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11, but for the LM WD template model with M∗ =
0.2389 M.
with a stellar mass M∗ = 0.1554 M, and the other one with
M∗ = 0.2389 M. The location of these template models in the
log Teﬀ − log g plane is shown in Fig. 3 with black squares. In
Figs. 11 and 12 we show their chemical profiles (upper pan-
els) and propagation diagrams (lower panels). For the ELM tem-
plate model, the changes in the chemical profiles caused by el-
ement diﬀusion while the star cools from Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K to
Teﬀ ∼ 7800 are very noticeable. The shape of the He/H in-
terface has changed from a double-layered to a single-layered
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13, but for the LM WD template model with M∗ =
0.2389 M analysed in Fig. 12.
structure (see Sect. 3.4). At this lower Teﬀ the He/H transi-
tion is located at r/R∗ ∼ 0.45 and results in a more exter-
nal bump of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency than in the model at
Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K (compare with Fig. 5). For the LM WD tem-
plate model, the changes in the He/H chemical transition region
and in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency due to element diﬀusion are
less noticeable. When we compare the upper panels of Figs. 12
and 6, we barely note a slight variation in the thickness of the
He/H transition region, which is somewhat narrow for the cooler
model. This results in a slightly more narrow bump in the profile
of N2.
In Figs. 13 and 14 we show dEkin/dr for p and g modes3
with k = 1, 10, and 60 for the ELM and the LM template models
at Teﬀ ∼ 7800 K. For the ELM model there is a clear distinc-
tion between p and g modes for the part of the star that they
3 We do not show the results for radial modes because they look very
similar to those of p modes.
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Fig. 16. Same as Fig.15, but for the LM WD template model with M∗ =
0.2389 M.
probe: g modes are mostly confined to the core, p modes to the
envelope. The situation is therefore the same as for the ELM
WD template model at Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K (see Fig. 7). A similar sit-
uation is found for the LM template model. At Teﬀ ∼ 7800 the
g modes are very sensitive to the presence of the He/H transition
region, whereas p modes (and radial modes, not shown) are con-
centrated towards the stellar surface and are unaﬀected by the
presence of that chemical interface.
Finally, in Figs. 15 and 16 we show the distributions of ΔΠ
(g modes), Δν (p modes), and log(Ekin) for the ELM and the
LM WD template models at Teﬀ ≈ 7800 K. It is evident that the
period-spacing pattern of g modes of the ELM template model
at this low eﬀective temperature is completely diﬀerent from
that for the ELM model at high Teﬀ. Although the asymptotic
period-spacing (and consequently, the average period-spacing)
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has not changed much, the ΔΠ distribution exhibits only a sin-
gle signal of mode trapping, characterised by a short trapping
cycle. Moreover, at variance with the model at Teﬀ ≈ 9600 K,
ΔΠ reaches the asymptotic value for Π >∼ 4000 s. The very
distinct pattern of ΔΠ in comparison with the hot ELM tem-
plate model is due to the strong diﬀerences in the chemical pro-
files, and ultimately in the run of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency
(compare Figs. 5 and 11). The frequency-spacing pattern for
Teﬀ ∼ 7800 K of the p modes (and radial modes, not shown)
is similar to that found for Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K, but there is a strong
diﬀerence in the asymptotic frequency-spacing (and thus, in the
average frequency-spacing). In fact, Δνa = 4.16 mHz for the
cool model is about three times larger than for the hot model
(Δνa = 1.51 mHz). This marked diﬀerence originates in the fact
that for the model at Teﬀ ∼ 7800 K the Lamb frequency adopts
much higher values than for the model at Teﬀ ∼ 9600 K, and in
turn, the integral in Eq. (13) is lower, and consequently, Δν is
higher.
We did not find substantial diﬀerences in the patterns of ΔΠ
and Δν (Fig. 16) in the LM WD template model compared with
the hot template model (Fig. 10). For the cool template model,
both ΔΠa and Δνa, and in turn the average ΔΠ and Δν, are
larger than for the hot template model, however. This is a di-
rect consequence of the decrease in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency
and the increase in the Lamb frequency for decreasing eﬀective
temperatures. This behaviour was anticipated in Sect. 4 where
we discussed the dependence of ΔΠa and Δνa on the eﬀective
temperature.
3.3. Effects of the total mass and the effective temperature
The period spacing and the periods themselves of g modes vary
as the inverse of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency (see Sect. 3.1).
The Brunt-Väisälä frequency, in turn, increases with higher stel-
lar masses and with higher eﬀective temperatures. As a result,
the pulsation periods of g modes are longer for smaller mass
(lower gravity) and lower eﬀective temperature (increasing de-
generacy). For p-modes and radial modes the sound speed de-
creases for lower M∗ and higher Teﬀ, and consequently, the pe-
riods increase. We study the eﬀects of M∗ and Teﬀ separately
below.
The eﬀects of the stellar mass on the pulsation periods is
shown in Fig. 17, where we plot Π for non-radial  = 1 g modes
and p modes, and also for radial modes ( = 0) in terms of M∗ for
a fixed value of Teﬀ = 9500 K. The periods of the three types of
eigenmodes increase with decreasing stellar mass, as expected.
The period gap that separates the families of p modes/radial
modes and g modes notoriously shrinks for ELM WD models.
The striking step in the run of the periods in terms of the mass is
associated with the limit stellar mass value, at ∼0.18 M. Note
the strong increase of the p- and radial-mode periods for ELM
WDs (M∗ <∼ 0.18 M). As can be seen, the period of the fun-
damental radial mode (r0) is substantially longer than the pe-
riod corresponding to the k = 1 p mode (p1) for LM WDs
(M∗ >∼ 0.18 M), but both periods adopt virtually the same val-
ues (as do other low-order pairs of modes, as well: r1–p2, r2–p3,
etc.) for ELM WD models. Figure 18 displays the results for g,
f and p modes with  = 2. In this case, the g- mode periods
are substantially shorter than  = 1, and the branches of g and
p modes are clearly split by the period of the f mode.
In summary, the deep structural diﬀerences between LM and
ELM WD models are clearly illustrated by the very diﬀerent
behaviour of the periods (in particular of p modes and radial
modes), as documented in Figs. 17 and 18.
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In Fig. 19 we show the evolution of the pulsation periods of
 = 1 g and p modes, and also radial modes with Teﬀ for models
with M∗ = 0.1917 M. The lengthening of g-mode periods with
decreasing eﬀective temperature is evident, although the eﬀect
is much weaker than the decrease with the stellar mass (compare
with Fig. 17). The p- and radial-mode periods, on the other hand,
decrease with decreasing Teﬀ.
3.4. Effects of element diffusion
Here, we describe the eﬀects of the evolving chemical profiles on
the pulsation properties of low-mass, He-core WDs. This matter
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has been extensively explored in previous papers (see Córsico
et al. 2002b, in the context of DAV stars). Time-dependent el-
ement diﬀusion strongly modifies the shape of the He and H
chemical profiles as the WD cools, causing H to float to the
surface and He to sink down. In particular, diﬀusion not only
modifies the chemical composition of the outer layers, but also
the shape of the He/H chemical transition region itself. This
is clearly documented in Fig. 20 for the 0.1554 M ELM se-
quence in the Teﬀ interval (9600−8000 K). For the model at
Teﬀ = 9600 K, the H profile is characterised by a diﬀusion-
shaped double-layered chemical structure, which consists of a
pure H envelope on top of an intermediate remnant shell rich
in H and He. This structure still remains, although to a much
weaker extent, in the model at Teﬀ = 9000 K. Finally, from
Teﬀ ∼ 8040 K down, the H profile adopts a single-layered chem-
ical structure. This type of transitions of the shape of chemical
profiles caused by element diﬀusion has previously been stud-
ied in detail in DB WDs (see, e.g., Althaus & Córsico 2004).
Element diﬀusion processes aﬀect all the sequences considered
in this paper, although the transition from a double-layered to
a single-layered structure occurs at diﬀerent eﬀective temper-
atures. The low surface gravity that characterises the model
shown in Fig. 20 (log g ∼ 5.5−6.2), which results in a weak
impact of gravitational settling, and the very long timescale that
characterises element diﬀusion processes at the depth where the
He/H interface is located (r/R∗ ∼ 0.2), eventually lead to a wider
chemical transition than for more massive models. Because of
this, the sequences with larger masses (M∗ >∼ 0.19 M) reach
the single-layered configuration at eﬀective temperatures higher
than ∼10 000 K, beyond the domain in which pulsating objects
are currently found.
The evolution of the shape of the He/H chemical transition
region are translated into noticeable changes in the run of the
Brunt-Väisälä frequency (lower panel of Fig. 20), as a result
of the changing Ledoux term B (middle panel of Fig. 20). In
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Fig. 20. Internal chemical profile of H (upper panel), the Ledoux term
B entering in the computation of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency (see
Eq. (11)) (middle panel), and the logarithm of the squared Brunt-
Väisälä frequency (lower panel), for an ELM WD model with M∗ =
0.1554 M at diﬀerent eﬀective temperatures, as indicated.
fact, at high eﬀective temperatures, N2 is characterised by two
bumps (the most prominent one located at r/R∗ ∼ 0.25 and the
smaller at r/R∗ ∼ 0.62), which merge into a single bump (at
r/R∗ ∼ 0.5) when the chemical interface He/H adopts a single-
layered structure. As was first emphasised by Córsico et al.
(2012), and in the light of our results, diﬀusive equilibrium is
not a valid assumption in the He/H transition region for ELM
WD stars. Exploratory computations without element diﬀusion
result in changes of up to 5% in the value of the periods com-
pared with computations with element diﬀusion.
The eﬀects of element diﬀusion for a more massive model
(an LM WD model with M∗ = 0.2389 M) at the same range of
eﬀective temperatures is less impressive, as is shown in Fig. 21.
In this case, the H chemical profile does not change dramatically,
and the same occurs with B and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency.
Even so, this slight evolution in the shape of the chemical pro-
files is translated into non-negligible changes in the pulsation
periods. Again, for LM WD stars it is necessary to properly ac-
count for element diﬀusion processes to accurately compute the
period spectrum.
3.5. Template models with M∗ near the threshold mass
It is interesting to examine the pulsation properties of low-mass
WD sequences with stellar masses near the critical mass for the
development of CNO flashes (M ∼ 0.18 M). This is because at
least three of the five ELM pulsating WDs reported by Hermes
et al. (2013a) have stellar masses near this threshold value (see
Fig. 3). Therefore it might be quite important to find an aster-
oseismic prospect to distinguish ELM from LM WDs (Althaus
et al. 2013). Specifically, we focus on the most massive ELM
WD sequence (M∗ = 0.1762 M), and the lowest mass LM
WD sequence (M∗ = 0.1805 M). In Figs. 22 and 23 we dis-
play the chemical profiles (upper panels) and the propagation
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Fig. 21. Same as Fig. 20, but for an LM WD model with M∗ =
0.2389 M.
diagrams (central panels) for two models at Teﬀ ∼ 10 000 K.
Interestingly enough, the H content and the shape of the chem-
ical interface of He/H are very diﬀerent even though the diﬀer-
ence in the stellar mass of these two models is almost negligible:
ΔM∗ = 0.0043 M. The diﬀerences in the shape and location
of the He/H interface (by virtue of the diﬀerent thicknesses of
the H envelope) for both models are translated into distinct fea-
tures in the run of the squared critical frequencies, in particular
in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency (middle panels). Note, in partic-
ular, the presence of two bumps in N2 in the LM model with
M∗ = 0.1805 M, which result from a double-layered chemical
structure at the He/H interface. It diﬀers from the single bump
of N2 for the ELM model with M∗ = 0.1762 M, which results
from the single-layered shape of the He/H chemical transition
region.
The consequences of these diﬀerences are clearly illustrated
in the propagation characteristics of the pulsation modes. The
lower panels of Figs. 22 and 23 display the kinetic energy density
of pulsation for  = 1 g and p modes with k = 1, 10, and 20.
As we found in Sect. 3.2, for the ELM WD model g modes are
confined to the He core, and p modes have most of their kinetic
energy located at the surface regions (Fig. 22). For g modes in
the LM WD model, the kinetic energy is distributed throughout
the model, and they are sensitive to the presence of the He/H
interface. p modes, on the other hand, are rather insensitive to the
chemical gradient and have most of their kinetic energy placed
at the stellar surface (Fig. 23).
In Fig. 24 we show the forward period-spacing in terms
of the dipole g-mode periods (upper panels) and the forward
frequency-spacing in terms of the dipole p mode frequencies
(lower panels) for the ELM WD template model with M∗ =
0.1762 M (left) and the LM WD template model with M∗ =
0.1805 M (right), the same models as considered in Figs. 22
and 23. Mode-trapping features in the form of strong departures
of uniform period-spacing of gmodes can be appreciated in both
models, in particular for periods shorter than about 2000 s for the
ELM WD model, andΠ <∼ 4000 s for the LM WD model. Longer
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Fig. 22. Chemical profiles of He and H (upper panel), the propagation
diagram (centre panel), and the kinetic energy density for dipole g (red)
and p modes (solid blue curves) with k = 1, 10, and 20 (lower panels),
for an ELM WD model with M∗ = 0.1762 M and Teﬀ ≈ 10 000 K.
periods approach the asymptotic period-spacings, although even
with low-amplitude deviations because of mode trapping. For
periods shorter than ∼3000 s, the amplitudes of deviations from
a constant period separation are markedly larger for the LM than
for the ELM model. In principle, this diﬀerence might be consid-
ered as a practical tool for distinguishing stars with CNO flashes
in their early-cooling phase from those without, provided that
enough consecutive low- and intermediate-order g modes with
the same harmonic degree were observed in pulsating low-mass
WDs (Althaus et al. 2013). This optimistic view is somewhat
dampened because the most useful low radial-order g modes are
most likely pulsationally stable, as shown from the non-adiabatic
analysis of Córsico et al. (2012) and demonstrated by most of
the observed pulsating low-mass WD stars, in which no periods
shorter than about 1400 s are seen.
Finally, as for the p-modes, there are clear non-uniformities
in the frequency spacing distributions, which are of simi-
lar amplitudes in both WD models. However, the asymptotic
frequency-spacing for the LM WD model is about twice that for
the ELM WD model, even though the diﬀerence in stellar mass is
only ∼0.004 M. This strong diﬀerence in the mean frequency-
spacing could also be exploited to distinguish between the two
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Fig. 23. Same as Fig. 22, but for an LM WD model with M∗ =
0.1806 M.
types of objects. To be able to employ this property as a use-
ful seismological tool, however, it will be necessary to de-
tect many p mode consecutive periods in pulsating low-mass
WDs. At present, only a few short periods (Π ∼ 108−134 s)
have been detected in only one low-mass pulsating WD (SDSS
J111215.82+111745.0), and still it remains to be determined
whether they are genuine p modes or not (see Sect. 4.1 ). Thus,
this potential asteroseismological tool is for now only of aca-
demic interest.
4. Interpretation of observations
Until today, five pulsating low-mass WD stars have been
detected: SDSS J184037.78+642312.3 (Hermes et al. 2012),
SDSS J111215.82+111745.0, SDSS J151826.68+065813.2
(Hermes et al. 2013b), SDSS J161431.28+191219.4, and SDSS
J222859.93+362359.6 (Hermes et al. 2013a). They have very
long pulsation periods, from ∼1180 s up to ∼6240 s, although
one object (SDSS J111215.82+111745.0) also has short-period
pulsations (108−134 s). Table 4 of Hermes et al. (2013a) lists
the main properties of the five known pulsating low-mass WDs.
These authors discuss the common properties of this set of pul-
sators at some length. In Fig. 3 we display the location of the
stars in the log Teﬀ − log g diagram, while in Figs. 25 and 26 we
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Fig. 24. Upper panels:  = 1 forward period-spacing of g modes vs.
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quency. Left-hand panels: ELM WD model with M∗ = 0.1762 M.
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show the period spectrum of these pulsating stars in terms of the
eﬀective temperature and surface gravity. The long-period pul-
sations are most likely the result of intermediate- and high-order
gmodes (12 <∼ k <∼ 50 for  = 1) excited by the κ − γ-mechanism
that acts in the H partial ionisation zone, as indicated by sta-
bility computations (Córsico et al. 2012; Van Grootel et al.
2013). On the other hand, the short periods detected in SDSS
J111215.82+111745.0 might be caused by p modes or even ra-
dial modes of low radial order, as was suggested by stability
computations, although the precise nature of these periodicities
still remains to be defined4.
Although there are very few objects currently available to
establish any trend, Figs. 25 and 26 reveal a certain correlation
of the long periods (those presumably associated with g modes)
with g and Teﬀ. Specifically, periods are longer for lower gravi-
ties and eﬀective temperatures. These trends are expected from
theoretical grounds, as discussed by Hermes et al. (2013a). For
instance, in the context of the κ− γ-mechanism of mode driving,
the trend of the periods to be longer for cooler stars is related to
the fact that the outer convection zone in a WD star deepens with
cooling, with the consequent increase in the thermal timescale
(τth) at its base. Since the periods of the excited modes are of the
order of τth, modes with increasingly longer periods are gradu-
ally excited as the WD cools. This is an often-studied property
of ZZ Ceti stars (Mukadam et al. 2006)5. Similarly, the trend of
periods with gravity (and thus, with M∗) can be understood by
4 We recall that the vertical displacements of p modes and radial
modes are much smaller than the horizontal displacements of g modes
caused by the high gravity, which hinders detecting this type of modes
even in low-mass WDs (log g ∼ 6).
5 Note that the same generic trend of periods with Teﬀ is predicted in
the frame of the convective driving mechanism, proposed by Brickhill
(1990), since in this case the critical timescale is the convective response
timescale τC, which itself is some multiple of τth (Montgomery et al.
2008).
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Fig. 26. Pulsation periods of the five known pulsating low-mass WD
stars in terms of the surface gravity, according to Table 4 of Hermes
et al. (2013a).
realising that lower g imply lower mean densities (ρ), and that
the pulsation periods roughly scale with the dynamical timescale
for the whole star, Π ∝ ρ1/2 (Hermes et al. 2013a).
We emphasise that while these arguments qualitatively ex-
plain the trends observed in the period spectrum of the five
known pulsating low-mass WDs, the final decision on this mat-
ter relies on detailed non-adiabatic pulsation calculations like
those performed by Córsico et al. (2012) and Van Grootel et al.
(2013). We defer a complete and detailed study of the non-
adiabatic pulsation properties of our set of low-mass He-core
WD models to a forthcoming paper. In the next two sections,
we interpret the short periods in SDSS J111215.82+111745.0 by
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Fig. 27. Pulsation periods of our set of low-mass He-core WD mod-
els in terms of the stellar mass, for radial (blue dashed lines), non-
radial p-modes (blue solid lines) and g modes (red solid lines) at Teﬀ ,
roughly the eﬀective temperature measured for J111215.82+111745.0.
Horizontal black segments (framed in a grey rectangle) represent the
periods exhibited by this pulsating star.
considering adiabatic periods alone (Sect. 4.1), and the possibil-
ity that SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 is a pre-WD star instead of
a genuine ELM WD by using adiabatic computations and some
exploratory non-adiabatic results (Sect. 4.2).
4.1. ELM WD J111215.82+111745.0: the first p modes/radial
modes detected in a pulsating WD star?
Notwithstanding many theoretical predictions (Ledoux &
Sauvenier-Goﬃn 1950; Ostriker & Tassoul 1969; Cohen et al.
1969; Vauclair 1971a,b; Starrfield et al. 1983; Saio et al. 1983;
Kawaler 1993) and several observational eﬀorts (Robinson
1984; Kawaler et al. 1994; Silvotti et al. 2011; Chang et al.
2013; Kilkenny et al. 2014), no p modes or radial modes have
ever been detected so far in a pulsating WD star of any kind.
Thus, the discovery of short-period pulsations in an ELM WD
by Hermes et al. (2013a) appears to be the first detection of
these elusive types of pulsation modes in a WD star and need to
be confirmed. Here, we examine whether our low-mass He-core
WD models are able to account for the short-period pulsations
observed in J111215.82+111745.0 and explore the possibility
that they might be genuine p modes and/or radial modes.
In Fig. 27 we plot the pulsation periods of our set of
models in terms of M∗, for radial modes ( = 0) and non-
radial p and g modes with  = 1 at roughly the spectro-
scopic eﬀective temperature derived for J111215.82+111745.0
(Teﬀ = 9590 ± 140 K). The mass assumed for this star, M∗ =
(0.179 ± 0.0012) M is that derived by Althaus et al. (2013)
according to the spectroscopic estimation of the surface grav-
ity (log g = 6.36 ± 0.06) as quoted by Hermes et al. (2013a,
their Table 4). The periods exhibited by this star (107.5600 s,
134.2750 s, 1792.905 s, 1884.599 s, 2258.528 s, 2539.695 s,
2855.728 s; Hermes et al. 2013b) are indicated by horizontal
black segments. Clearly, the long-period pulsations are well ac-
counted for by high radial-order g modes (18 <∼ k <∼ 30).
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Fig. 28. Same as Fig. 27, but for non-radial  = 2 p, f , and g modes.
However, at the eﬀective temperature and mass (gravity) of
SDSS J111215.82+111745.0 as predicted by spectroscopy, our
models are unable to explain the presence of the short periods.
They lie in the forbidden region in between g and p modes. An
alternative might be to consider modes with higher harmonic de-
gree. In Fig. 28 we show the results for  = 2. Even in this case,
the short periods exhibited by SDSS J111215.82+111745.0 are
not accounted for by our models, although now they are very
close to the lowest-order g-mode periods. We did not perform
pulsation computations for higher harmonic degrees, but we ex-
pect that the periods at 107.5600 s, 134.2750 s can readily been
accounted for by low-order g modes with  = 3. In this case,
however, it would be diﬃcult to conceive the detection of  =
3 modes due to geometric cancellation eﬀects (Dziembowski
1977). If we relax the constraint of the stellar mass (gravity),
these short periods might be attributed to low-order p modes
and/or radial modes, if the stellar mass were somewhat lower
(M∗ ∼ 0.16 M). Alternatively, they might be associated with
low-order g modes if the stellar mass were substantially larger
(M∗ ∼ 0.43 M). Finally, we might relax the constraint imposed
by the eﬀective temperature to determine whether we can ac-
commodate the short periods observed with theoretical periods.
The width of the gap between p and g modes decreases slightly
for higher eﬀective temperatures (see Fig. 19). However, since
the sensitivity of the periods with the eﬀective temperature is by
far weaker than with the stellar mass (see Sect. 3.3), the change
in the periods (for reasonable variations of Teﬀ) is insuﬃcient for
the theoretical periods of low-order (k ∼ 1−3) g and p modes,
and radial modes be similar to the observed ones.
In summary, if the temperature and mass (gravity) of SDSS
J111215.82+111745.0 are correct, our models are unable to ex-
plain the short periods, and in particular, they cannot be at-
tributed to p modes and/or radial modes.
4.2. SDSS J222859.93+362359.6: an ELM WD or a pre-WD
star?
The pulsating ELM WD star SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 is the
coolest pulsating WD known so far, with Teﬀ = 7870 ± 120 K.
At this low eﬀective temperature, it is remarkably cooler than
the other pulsating objects of the class. That this star pul-
sates at all is somewhat surprising because there are many
ELM WDs that do not pulsate in between of this star and
SDSS J161431.28+191219.4, the second-coldest pulsating ob-
ject (Teﬀ = 8800 ± 170 K). Figure 2 reveals the very inter-
esting fact that the star SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 has Teﬀ
and log g values that are degenerate with those of more mas-
sive pre-WDs that are undergoing a CNO flash episode. This oc-
curs for pre-WD tracks of the sequences with M∗ = 0.3624 M,
M∗ = 0.3605 M, M∗ = 0.2707 M, M∗ = 0.2389 M,
M∗ = 0.2019 M, and M∗ = 0.1805 M6. This makes it nat-
ural to wonder whether the star is a genuine ELM WD star with
a stellar mass of M∗ ∼ 0.16 M, or is a more massive pre-WD
star going through a CNO flash. The hypothesis that this star
might be a pre-WD is interesting on its own and deserves to be
explored, even taking into account that the evolution of the pre-
WDs is much faster than that of the ELM WDs, and therefore
there are far fewer opportunities of observing it. To find some
clue, we computed the pulsation spectrum of g modes for a tem-
plate model belonging to the sequence with M∗ = 0.2389 M
when it is looping through one of its CNO flashes and is briefly
located at Teﬀ = 7870 K, log g = 6.03. In Fig. 29 we depict the
evolutionary track of the 0.2389 M sequence and the location
of this template model on the Teﬀ − log g diagram. We also in-
clude in the analysis a template ELM WD model with similar
Teﬀ and log g values and M∗ = 0.1554 M (see left-hand panel
of Fig. 29) to compare its pulsation spectrum with that of the
0.2389 M pre-WD model.
In Fig. 30 we show the chemical profiles and propagation
diagrams of the two template models, including the three fre-
quencies detected in SDSS J222859.93+362359.6. The strongly
diﬀerent internal chemical structure of both models is evident,
as is expected because they represent very diﬀerent evolutionary
stages, although they share the same eﬀective temperature and
surface gravity. In particular, the pre-WD model (which is going
through a CNO flash episode) is characterised by a very thick
internal convective zone from r/R∗ ∼ 0.3 to r/R∗ ∼ 0.9. This
convection zone forces most g modes to be strongly confined to
the He core (r/R∗ <∼ 0.3), but a few g modes are instead strongly
trapped in the H envelope. Note also the very thin outer convec-
tion zone, which extends from r/R∗ ∼ 0.988 up to r/R∗ = 1. Of
course, g modes are evanescent in the convective regions.
The period spacing and kinetic energy of the g modes with
 = 1 in terms of periods for both template models are shown
in the upper and middle panels of Fig. 31, in which we in-
clude, for illustrative purposes, the three periods observed in
SDSS J222859.93+362359.6. In addition to a slight diﬀerence
in the asymptotic period-spacing (ΔΠa = 106.5 s for the ELM
WD model, and ΔΠa = 91.85 s for the pre-WD model), very
pronnounced minima in ΔΠ appear for the pre-WD model,
which are associated with modes with k = 2, k = 17, k = 33,
k = 54, and k = 78, which exhibit very low kinetic energies
(up to six orders of magnitude lower than the average). These
modes are strongly trapped in the outer (radiative) H envelope.
They should be easy to excite up to observable amplitudes by
virtue of their very low kinetic oscillation energy (low inertia). If
this were true, then the spectrum of the pre-WD model should be
characterised by a few excited modes with clearly separated peri-
ods instead of a continuous spectrum of unstable periods - which
should be found, instead, in the 0.1554 M ELM WD model, by
6 A similar situation is found for J111215.82+111745.0 and SDSS
J184037.78+642312.3, but in these cases the position of the stars
matches only one or two pre-WD tracks.
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extrapolating to the results of Córsico et al. (2012) for an ELM
WD model with M∗ = 0.17 M. If all this were true, the pe-
riod spectrum of SDSS J222859.93+362359.6, which is itself
discrete and composed of only three periods, should be more
nearly compatible with the pre-WD model than with the ELM
WD model.
To test this hypothesis, we computed non-adiabatic pul-
sations. Specifically, we performed an exploratory stability
analysis of the ELM WD sequence with M∗ = 0.1554 M
and the pre-WD sequence with M∗ = 0.2389 M. These
computations were carried out with the help of the non-
adiabatic version of the LP-PUL pulsation code described in
Sect. 2.2. We only computed  = 1 g modes with periods in
the range of interest and eﬀective temperatures in the range
9000 >∼ Teﬀ >∼ 7400 K, thus embracing the eﬀective temperature
of SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 (Teﬀ ∼ 7900 K). The output of
our code are the normalised non-adiabatic growth rates, η, which
are defined as η = −(σ)/(σ), where (σ) and (σ) are the
real and the imaginary part of the complex eigenfrequency σ
(see Córsico et al. 2006, for details). Positive values of η mean
unstable modes. The growth rates in terms of the pulsation peri-
ods are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 31. For the 0.2389 M
pre-WD model, the few modes that are strongly trapped in the
H envelope are unstable, as expected. In particular, modes with
k = 54 and k = 78 are the only unstable modes for peri-
ods Π >∼ 3600 s. The diﬀerential work function (see Córsico
et al. 2006, for a definition) shows that most of driving for these
modes comes from the base of the outer convective zone. Below
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Π ∼ 3600 s we found a continuous band of unstable modes
with consecutive radial orders. The diﬀerential work functions
for these unstable modes indicate that they are excited at the base
of the inner convective zone, except for those with k = 2, k = 17,
and k = 33, which are trapped in the outer H envelope and are
driven at the base of the outer convection zone. On the other
hand, the spectrum of unstable modes for the 0.1554 M ELM
WD model consists of a continuous range of periods in the range
800 <∼ Π <∼ 7000 s with consecutive radial orders (8 ≤ k ≤ 64),
much in line with the results of Córsico et al. (2012). The k = 1
and k = 2 modes are marginally unstable
(
η <∼ 10−10
)
. We note
that the growth rates η for the unstable modes of the 0.2389 M
model are, on average, more than ten times larger than for the
0.1554 M model. This indicates that the unstable modes in
the pre-WD model are more strongly excited than in the ELM
WD model. Finally, in Fig. 32 a more general picture of the
situation is shwon. In this plot we depict the unstable periods
in terms of the eﬀective temperature for the sequence of pre-
WD models with M∗ = 0.1554 M and for the sequence of
ELM WD models with M∗ = 0.2389 M . We included the three
periods detected in SDSS J222859.93+362359.6. The discrete
period spectrum of SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 is better repre-
sented qualitatively by the period spectrum of unstable modes
of the 0.2389 M pre-WD model sequence than by those of the
0.1554 M ELM WD sequence.
In summary, if we accept as valid the possibility that SDSS
J222859.93+362359.6 might be a pre-WD star that we are only
observing by chance at its brief incursion in the domain of the
log Teﬀ − log g diagram where most ELM WDs are found, we
would need to explain why we do not observe the continuous
period spectrum as predicted by the non-adiabatic computation
for the range of periods 200 <∼ Π <∼ 3600 s. Similarly, if we adopt
the idea that SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 is a genuine ELM WD
star, we need to explain why of the entire continuum spectrum
of unstable periods, as predicted by theoretical models, we only
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the M∗ = 0.1554 M sequence, the modes with k = 1 and k = 2
are marginally unstable
(
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)
. We also show the periodicities
measured in SDSS J222859.93+362359.6, marked with red horizontal
segments.
observe three isolated periods. All in all, currently we can only
state that this star might be a pre-WD instead of an ELM WD,
but more observations aimed at detecting additional periods, to-
gether with extensive non-adiabatic calculations, are necessary
to confirm or discard this statement.
5. Summary and conclusions
We have presented a comprehensive theoretical study of the
seismic properties of low-mass, He-core WDs with masses in
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the range 0.1554−0.4389 M. We employed state-of-the-art
evolutionary stellar structures representative of these stars, ex-
tracted from the sequences of low-mass He-core WDs of Althaus
et al. (2013). These models were derived by computing the non-
conservative evolution of a binary system consisting of an ini-
tially 1 M ZAMS star and a 1.4 M neutron star for various ini-
tial orbital periods. The evolutionary computations were carried
out by accounting for a time-dependent treatment of the gravita-
tional settling and chemical diﬀusion, as well as of residual nu-
clear burning. We explored the adiabatic pulsation properties of
these models, including the asymptotic predictions, the expected
range of periods, period spacings and frequency spacings, the
propagation properties and mode trapping of pulsations, as well
as the dependence on the eﬀective temperature and stellar mass
and the eﬀects of element diﬀusion. In particular, we strongly
emphasised the expected diﬀerences in the seismic properties
of objects with M∗ >∼ 0.18 M with CNO flashes during the
early-cooling phase, and the ELM WDs (M∗ <∼ 0.18 M) with-
out H flashes.
The pulsation properties of low-mass He-core WDs have
been explored in detail recently by Córsico et al. (2012) on the
basis of a set of evolutionary models derived by Althaus et al.
(2009) considering progenitor stars with supersolar metallici-
ties and single-star evolution. In the present work, we recovered
much of the results of Córsico et al. (2012) and extended that
study in two ways. First, we explored not only the non-radial
g mode pulsation spectrum of low-mass WD models, but also
considered non-radial p modes ( = 1, 2) and radial ( = 0)
pulsation modes. Second, and thanks to the availability of five
WD model sequences with progenitors without CNO-flashes
(see Table 1), here we were able to explore in detail the pul-
sation properties of ELM WDs, which are characterised by very
thick H envelopes. This is at variance with the work of Córsico
et al. (2012), in which only one WD sequence (that with mass
M∗ = 0.17 M) belonged to a progenitor star without H flashes.
Finally, our study relied on evolutionary models consistent with
the expected binary evolution of progenitor stars.
We also discussed how our models match the observed
properties of the known five pulsating low-mass WD stars.
In particular, we tried to determine whether our models are
able to account for the short periods observed in the star
SDSS J111215.82+111745.0, and evaluated the possibility that
these modes might be p modes and/ radial modes. In addi-
tion, we tested the hypothesis that one of these stars, SDSS
J222859.93+362359.6, is not a genuine ELM WD, but instead
a pre-WD star going through a CNO flash episode.
Although we included some exploratory non-adiabatic pul-
sation computations, most of our results rely on adiabatic pul-
sations. We defer a thorough non-adiabatic exploration of our
complete set of He-core WD models to a forthcoming paper.
We summarise our findings below.
– Low-mass WDs have not been clearly classified as ELM
WDs in the literature up to now. Here, we proposed to de-
fine as ELM WDs the low-mass WDs without CNO flashes
in their early-cooling branch. According to this classifica-
tion, and in the frame of our computations, ELM WDs are
the low-mass WDs with masses below ∼0.18 M. We call
stars with M∗ >∼ 0.18 M LM (low-mass) WDs.
– The asymptotic period-spacing of g modes in low-mass He-
core WDs is larger for lower mass and/or eﬀective temper-
ature. The strong dependence of the period spacing on M∗
might be used to infer the stellar mass of pulsating low-mass
WDs, provided that enough consecutive pulsation periods
of g modes were detected, although this prospect is com-
plicated by the fact that the period spacing also depends on
the thickness of the outer H envelope. In particular, there ex-
ist an ambiguity of ΔΠa

for masses near the threshold mass,
M∗ ∼ 0.18 M.
– The asymptotic frequency-spacing of p modes and radial
modes is larger for higher stellar masses and lower eﬀec-
tive temperatures. Δνa is insensitive to the thickness of the
H envelope. If the detection of this type of modes were con-
firmed in future observations, the eventual measurement of
the mean frequency-spacing for a real star might help to con-
strain its stellar mass.
– g modes in ELM WDs (M∗ <∼ 0.18 M) mainly probe
the core regions and p modes the envelope, which provides
the opportunity of constraining both the core and envelope
chemical structure of these stars via asteroseismology.
– For LM WDs, g modes are very sensitive to the He/H com-
positional gradient and therefore they can be a diagnostic
tool for constraining the H-envelope thickness of low-mass
WD models with M∗ >∼ 0.18 M.
– The g-mode periods are longer for smaller mass and lower
eﬀective temperature, and in the case of p and radial modes,
the periods increase with lower masses and higher eﬀective
temperatures. In both cases, the dependence on the eﬀective
temperature is much weaker than that on stellar mass.
– Time-dependent element diﬀusion strongly aﬀects the
g-mode pulsation spectrum of low-mass WDs, in particular
ELM WDs. Diﬀusion processes substantially alter the shape
of the He/H chemical interface and in turn the resulting pe-
riod spectrum. The eﬀects are weaker but still non-negligible
for LM WDs. We claim that time-dependent element diﬀu-
sion must be taken into account in any pulsational analysis
of low-mass WD stars.
– The chemical structure, propagation diagrams, and con-
sequently the pulsation properties of LM WD and ELM
WD models with masses near the limit mass (M ∼ 0.18 M)
are markedly diﬀerent. These diﬀerences are reflected in the
period spacing of g modes and the frequency spacing of
p modes. For period spacing of g modes, it might be pos-
sible to use these diﬀerences as a practical tool to distinguish
stars with CNO flashes in their early-cooling phase from
those without them, provided that enough consecutive low-
and intermediate-order g modes with the same harmonic de-
gree were observed in pulsating low-mass WDs. This opti-
mistic view is dampened, however, because the most useful
low radial-order gmodes are most likely pulsationally stable,
as shown from the non-adiabatic analysis of Córsico et al.
(2012), and also demonstrated by most of the observed pul-
sating low-mass WD stars, in which no periods shorter than
about 1400 s are seen. Regarding the frequency spacing of
p modes, Δνa for the LM WD model is about twice that of
the ELM WD model, even though the diﬀerence in stellar
mass is only ∼0.004 M. This property might constitute a
useful seismological tool if many p mode consecutive peri-
ods in pulsating low-mass WDs were detected.
– Although there are only five pulsating low-mass WDs known
at present, and they are not enough in number to trace clear
trends of their pulsation spectra, we can note that the ob-
served periods are in general longer for lower gravities and
eﬀective temperatures. These trends are in line with theoret-
ical considerations, as discussed by Hermes et al. (2013a).
– The star SDSS J111215.82+111745.0 exhibits short period
pulsations in the range ∼107−140 s. For the temperature and
mass (gravity) of this star according to spectroscopy, our
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models are unable to explain these short periods. In particu-
lar, if the temperature and mass (gravity) of the star are cor-
rect, the short periods cannot be attributed to p modes and/or
radial modes. However, these periods might be caused by
low-order p modes and/or radial modes if the stellar mass
were lower (M∗ ≈ 0.16 M). Alternatively, they might be
low-order g modes if the stellar mass were substantially
larger (≈0.43 M). Another (unlikely) possibility is that at
the spectroscopic mass (gravity) and Teﬀ , the observed pe-
riods might be caused by higher-degree ( ≥ 3) low-order
g modes.
– The pulsating ELM WD SDSS J222859.93+362359.6 is the
coolest pulsating WD known so far. According to its loca-
tion in the log Teﬀ − log g plane, this star might be a pre-
WD star that is looping through one of its CNO flashes be-
fore it enters its final WD cooling track. According to our
models, we can neither confirm nor discard this hypothesis
at present, although some indications of its discrete period
spectrum might promote the idea that the star is a pre-WD
star.
Pulsating low-mass white dwarfs have just begun to be discov-
ered. Probably, more pulsating stars of this type will be detected
soon, which will render them a very attractive target for as-
teroseismological studies. Asteroseismology of these stars will
provide valuable clues about their internal structure and evo-
lutionary status, allowing us to place constraints on the binary
evolutionary processes involved in their formation. Needless to
say, detailed evolutionary and pulsational models like those pre-
sented here will be required to achieve this challenging goal.
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